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1. Introduction 
System and circuit analysis problems ultimately require 
that a set of transformed differential equations arc solved 
to yield, following Laplace inversion, the time domain 
response of the outputs. When the equation set is small 
and the modes of oscillation arc “sufficiently” separated, 
then the elimination of variables by substitution and ele- 
mentary computation will yield the resulting response 
functions. 
Otherwise the situation is quite different. Indeed, once 
the number of outputs increases to four and beyond 
engineers are faced with the formidable task of inverting 
matrix quadratic equations, resorting to numerical inte- 
gration of the original simultaneous differential equation 
set, or attempting to achieve frequency domain solutions. 
A popular route that is often employed involves simula- 
tion where the numerical integration routine is embedded 
in conversational mode software for “user friendly” con- 
venience. The disadvantage with this and all other numer- 
ical integration methods is that they provide response 
records for specific input changes. Moreover, exploring 
the parameter space by means of trail-and-error adjust- 
ment of coefficient values of the governing equations is a 
poor substitute for systematic scientific analysis. With 
large ill-conditioned system models the process is also, as 
Gupta’ comments, computationally intensive, and “par- 
ticular” response characteristics arc often erroneously 
identified as “optimum.” 
Frequency domain methods offer a computationally 
attractive avenue of approach in that only complex matrix 
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inversion is required. Consequently by restricting the 
Laplace variable to the imaginary axis of the complex 
plant a set of frequency response vectors relating the 
input and output signals can be generated. 
Once again there arc difficulties with this procedure 
when the system model becomes large and interactive in 
relating specific parameter variations to the changes in 
the shape of the frequency response loci. Moreover a final 
return to the time domain is always desirable and this 
conversion may be a significant problem also with large 
mechanical structurc/machinc models. 
Of course the procedure so studiously avoided in the 
literature is the one that is the most difficult and yet 
would provide the most powerful analysis/design informa- 
tion. Embraced enthusiastically whenever possible, where 
the output vector is of manageable size (m G 31, direct 
solution via matrix inversion and Laplace conversion to 
the time domain remains paramount. 
The reason for the difficulty in pursuing this approach 
once m > 3 becomes painfully clear from elementary ex- 
amination, as the matrix dimensional@ hugely inflates the 
computational task while simultaneously lowering the ac- 
curacy of the final result. Nonetheless the object of secur- 
ing a rapid, accurate efficient analysis-design procedure 
based upon the digital computation of the inverse, fol- 
lowed by simulation, is worthy of persistence. 
In this sequence, once obtained, informed adjustments 
from the analytical investigation would lead to conclusive 
rather than speculative, trial-and-error parameter varia- 
tions. Information on the internal structure of the system 
would also become available, and the effects of parameter 
changes on the relative stability of the model could be 
identified. 
Inevitably to obtain the advantages of algebraic analy- 
sis the ability to change the structure of the model, as with 
scalar realisations, is important. Following established 
practice the successful arrangements whereby series, par- 
allel, and state-space equivalent configurations are com- 
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puted will be investigated here. The relationships between 
these realisations will be derived, and the transformations 
facilitating the conversion of one scheme into another will 
be outlined. 
Central to the investigation is the role of polynomial 
matrix inversion and the correspondence with related 
structures. In this respect simple but attractive series- 
parallel-minimum state-space realisations will be devel- 
oped for use with system models of arbitrary order and 
dimension. 
Moreover, large lumped, lumped-distributed, and purely 
distributed parameter models have been analysed using 
the techniques advanced herein. Recent studies by Bartlett 
and Whalley ’ and Whalley3 have also shown that irra- 
tional system representations in the continuous or discrete 
Laplace variable can also be addressed, confirming thereby 
the generality of the procedure. 
2. The matrix quadratic 
The matrix quadratic considered here has the general 
form: 
(A,D2 +A,D +A,)y(t) = u(r) (1) 
where: 
D = d/dt (Heavyside’s operator) 
ytt> = m X 1 output vector 
u(r) = m X 1 input vector 
Aj = m X m constant matrices, 0 Q j < 2. 
Often in engineering systems, as shown by Schwartz and 
Friedland4, Rae’. 
A, = mass, inertia, or impedance matrix 
A, = damping, viscous friction, or resistance matrix 
A, = spring, stiffness, or capacitance matrix 
Laplace transforming equation (1) with all initial condi- 
tions set to zero leads to: 
(A,s* +A,s +A,)y(s) =u(s) (2) 
where in equation (4): 
A,(s)-’ = Adj( A,(s))/det( A,(s)) (5) 
Thereafter the inverse Laplace transformation can be 
obtained for each function contained in equation (4) giv- 
ing the time domain solution. 
In practice, however, the evaluation of equation (5) is a 
very tedious operation. Moreover in finite element prob- 
lems where the dimensions of Aj, 0 Q j Q 2 may be “large,” 
direct inversion is not a viable proposition. 
By way of an alternative, frequency domain solutions 
are often computed by replacing s, in equation (4), by iw 
and thereafter inverting the complex matrix equations 
resulting from this operation for 0 6 w Q 00. Otherwise the 
use of numerical integration routines on equation (1) to 
produce solutions for particular input signal vectors can 
be employed and, often conservative (undamped) solu- 
tions are computed. 
Obtaining time domain response information by com- 
puter simulation is also popular, though this should be 
used in conjunction with analysis methods rather than 
instead of them. If not the temptation to indulge in 
random, trial-and-error parameter adjustment is always 
present in the search for a solution to the design-analysis 
problem under consideration. 
3. Latent roots of the matrix quadratic 
In equation (3) the latent roots are defined as those values 
of s = sj, 1 d j < 2m, which are such that: 
IA,(s)1 = 0 
s = sj (6) 
The latent roots of A,(s) may be evaluated directly from 
the determinant of equation (6), using commercially avail- 
able packages such as MAPLE, DERIVE, NAG, etc. or 
any polynomial manipulation routine. There are also many 
root evaluation subroutines such as POLRT, ROOTS, and 
CONPAC for this computation. 
Alternatively, writing the left-hand side of equation (2) 
as: 
where: 
where if the algebraic equation (2) is of minimal degree: 
A,(s)y(s) =A,(I,s* +&s +x2)y(s) (7) 
det( A,,) z 0 
Equation (2) which can generally be written as: 
A,(s)y(s) = u(s) (3) 
can be solved directly since from equation (3): 
y(s) = A,(s) -‘u(s) (4) 
and 
& = A,‘A, 
Using the auxiliary variables: 
XI(S) = I&J(s) 
x*(s) = sZ,y(s) 
(8) 
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then the right-hand side of equation (7) can be written, as 
with scalar equations, following premultiplication by A,, ‘, 
as: 
s2f,,,y(s) +/4-,x,(s) +&x,(s) 
Since 
sx,(s) =x2(s) 
SXJS) = 4,x,(s) -X2x,(s) +A,‘u(s) 
then 
and 
Consequently the state equation is: A,(s)y(s) = u(s) 
XX(s) =Rr(s) can be written in series form with: 
Where the 2 m x 2 m constant matrix from equation (9) 
is: A,(s) =A,,U(sl- AN.-‘Qbl- I*)Q-’ (14) 
0 I 1, 
A = -IA-:--=- and x(s) = (x,(s),x~(s))’ I I I 0 ’ -A, 
The input-output relationship is therefore: 
0 
y(s) = [I 1 OI[sf,, -Al ’ -2:; u(s) I I 0 
so that upon equating the determinants of equations (9) 
and (IO) 
IA2(s)l= lSfZm -Al 
Consequently the latent roots of A,(s) are the eigenval- 
ues of A in that: 
lSfZm -Al = IU(sf - iL)U ‘I (11) 
and the values of s resulting in: 
lSIZm -Al = 0 
are 
s = s , ) s 2’ ... Szrn 
where in equation (11) L1 is a diagonal matrix containing 
the eigenvalues of A: 
a= Diag(s,,s,;~~s,,) 
and U is a matrix containing the corresponding eigenvec- 
tors. Computation of the eigenvalues of a constant matrix 
(see for example Wilkinson”) can be performed with con- 
siderable accuracy. However the accurate computation of 
the adjoint of (sl -A) when m is large or when the latent 
roots of I A,,(s)\ are ill conditioned is particularly difficult. 
In the following, alternative routes to solution using 
state-space, series, and parallel arrangements of the ma- 
trix quadratic and its inverse will be presented. 
4. Matrix quadratic series form 
Providing the latent roots or eigenvalues of A,(s) can be 
divided into two disjoint sets: 
A = Diag(A,A, ... A,) 
I- = Diag(y,,y, ... Y,,,) 
(12) 
(13) 
where A, and yj, 1 d j G m, are selected from the set Diag 
(s,, s2,. . . s2,,,). Then, as shown in the Appendix, equation 
(3) which is: 
where A and T are the eigenvalue matrices from equa- 
tions (12) and (13) and U and Q are the associated 
eigenvectors matrices, respectively, which can be com- 
puted from: 
A,( A,)u, = 0 1 <jdm 
and 
B,(Y,h?k = 0 l~k~rn 
as shown in the Appendix where B,(s) is the residual 
matrix polynomial remaining after the extraction of the 
first solvent of A,(s), which is defined as i/AU I by 
Lancaster.’ 
5. Inversion of the matrix quadratic 
Rather than follow the route of computing the inverse of 
A,(s) by obtaining its minors and determinant the series 
form shown in equation (14) can be used. Essentially, 
since each constituent matrix of this equation is non- 
singular, an expression for A,(s)-’ follows immediately. 
Consequently the solution relating the input-output 
vectors in series-admittance form is: 
y(s) = Q(sf - I-1 ‘Q- ‘U(sf - A) ‘U; ‘A, ‘u(s) 
(15) 
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In equation (15) U and U-‘, Q and Q-’ have all been 
computed earlier in order to achieve the decomposition 
shown in equation (14). Moreover A;’ was computed in 
Section 3 in order to determine the latent roots or eigen- 
values of A,(s) where: 
detAi,(s) = fi (s - Aj) fi (s - yk) (16) 
j=l k=l 
Only the computation of the adjoint matrices of the 
first-order matrix polynomials 
(d - r) and (sZ - A) (17) 
are required to complete the computation, and from equa- 
tion (17) both of these matrices are diagonal. 
The simple block diagram arrangement of the series 
inversion is shown in Figure 1. Two state generators 
distinguish this configuration from which an equivalent 
state-space realisation can now be derived. 
6. A state-space realisation for the series formulation 
If the equations for the states and the input-output map- 
pings are written in matrix form from Figure I, then: 
sx,(s) 
_---_ 
s+(s) I 1 ----- 0 _---- y(s) 
A 1 0 i U-‘A,’ ; 0 
__j---;-------$---- 
= 
0 1 r 1 0 IQ-’ I__‘---~---__--+--_ I -~~_!_j___!-__:_-r o;Q; 0 I O 
or from equation (18): 
x,(s) 
----- 
x&s) 1 _---- u(s) _--__ u,(s) 
(18) 
(19) 
where in equation (19) the equivalence with equation (18) 
is maintained if: 
x(s) = (x,(s), x&)Y u(s) = (u(s), U,(S))* 
y(s) = (0, y(s))’ 
where x1, x2, u, u2, and 7 are vectors of m elements and: 
In this formulation, which may be complex, A, B, C, and 
D have dimensions 2 m x 2 m. 
To demonstrate equivalence, equation (19) yields the 
input-output relationship: 
y(s) = (C(sZ-A)-% + D)u(s) (20) 
so that upon substituting for A, B, C, and D and perform- 
ing the inversion: 
+ [r_:;+&] (21) 
Evaluating equation (21) provides the relationships: 
u*(s) = U(sZ- A)-‘u-‘A,‘u(s) 
and 
y(s) = Q<sZ - IT’Q-‘u,(s) 
and this completes the demonstration of state-space to 
transfer function equivalence. 
7. A state-space realisation in parallel form 
A real state-space realisation can now be derived where 
there is a single input vector mapping into the state 
generators and a single state vector that maps into the 
output vector. 
Output vector 
4--+ 4-G 
Input vector 
r A 
I I I t 
Figure 1. Black diagram of the matrix quadratic inverse 
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From equation (18) it is evident that: 
I&(S) - lz4,(S) = 0 (22) 
Using equation (221, equation (18) may be written in 
conventional parallel form by eliminating u,(s) with equa- 
tion (22) this yields: 
A : 0 ; I!.-‘A-’ 
----- ~__J_____“_ 
Q-‘Ulrl 0 
__---_&--_i------- 
0 ;Q; 0 
which again has the form: 
(23) 
where equating equations (231 and (24) gives 
x(s) = (x,(s), xzW 
and 
c=[O i Q]andDisnull 
l_J-‘A,’ 
------- 
0 1 
(24) 
In equation (24) A, 8, C, and D have dimensions 2 m X 2 
m, 2 m x m, m x 2 m, and m x m, respectively. 
The matrix in equation (23) can be made wholly real by 
using the transformation: 
X’ = UPZ, 
x2 = Q_‘z, 
(25) 
so that upon substituting for x1 and x2 from equation 
(25): 
SZ’(S) 
----_ 
sz&) 
----. 
y(s) 
and therefore: 
X 
z 
___L____-_A____ [--- iJllu-’ 0 I I 1 QrQ-’0 I i 1 I A, 0 -1 
______I______~____ 
(26) 
U(sI - AN-’ I 
-1 
-----~i___-+-____o_---~ 
; Q(sZ - JY>Q- 
A,’ 
---- 1 u(s) 0 (27) 
Unlike equation (11) it is now easy to invert equation (271, 
yielding: 
U(sI - Ii-‘u-1 
I 
y(s) = [O f j ] L ---------;-______-___;----I ______“______ 
Q(sZ - r)- Q-‘UW- A)- u-’ 1 Q(SZ- r)-‘Q-1 
(28) 
which results in: 
y(s)=Q(sZ-~>-‘Q-‘U(sZ-A)-‘U-lA,lu(s) 
(291 
completing the demonstration of equivalence as defined 
in Rosenbrock.* The exercise shows that the minimum 
realisation given by equation (26) can be used to compute 
the transient response where m is large, as in many finite 
element problems, and where direct inversion, as in equa- 
tion (51, leads to a loss of accuracy owing to multiplication 
round-off errors. Otherwise equations (26) and (29) can be 
used as complementary computational checks. 
8. Partial fraction expansion 
Computationally it is often convenient to expand equation 
(29) in the form of the sum of partial fractions. This allows 
the Laplace conversion process to the time domain to be 
confined to first-order terms in that: 
~Aj/(S-h,)+ ~ BkG/(S-Yk) 
j= 1 k=l 
(30) 
The hjyk are the 2 m eigenvalues of A,(s) found earlier 
and: 
A, = Q(sZ- r>-‘Q-‘U(sI- A)-‘U-‘A,‘1 
(s = Ai) 
(31) 
and 
B, = Q(sZ - T)-‘Q-‘U(sZ - r)-‘U-‘A,‘\ 
(s = Yk) 
(32) 
where Aj and B,, and 1 <j, k G m are singular matrices 
of rank 1. 
Evidently once the parallel expansion given by equa- 
tion (30) has been achieved using the residue matrices 
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defined by equations (31) and (32) inversion to the 
domain can be routinely executed. 
9. An illustrative example 
In this demonstration let: 
al. 
time 
(33) 
Following the procedure given in the Appendix gives the 
series form of expression (33), which is: 
w=[y -:][y-’ J2][: ;] 
x[ -: A][“:” J,][Y :] (34) 
Consequently as in equation (4): 
y(s) =,42(s).. ‘U(S) (35) 
and following equation (15) the inversion of equation (34), 
A,(s)-‘, is therefore: 
A,(s)-‘= [ -1 ;][s,4 s:3][:, -:] 
x[: -:][s,2 ,:I][: c+(s) 
(36) 
where 
A(s) = (s + INS + 2Ns + 3Ns + 4) 
Therefore, upon evaluating equation (36), equation (35) 
becomes: 
y(s) = 
s2 + 2s - 4 
s+4 
-:‘~r;2;;‘s’+‘4:.s’ /A(s)y(s) 
s 1 
(37) 
and the system response may be obtained from equation 
(37). Equally a minimum realisation for equation (36) may 
be obtained from equation (26). The solvents for equation 
(34) may be obtained from the general series form: 
A,(s) =A,U(sl- A)U-‘Q(sl- r)Q ’ (38) 
Comparing equations (37) and (38) gives the solvents: 
=[-: -;I 
QW'=[ -; A][ -; _;I[: ;] 
=[-; I:] 
Equation (26) becomes: 
s5,(s) 
s&(s) 
6(s) 
s&(s) 
----- 
y,(s) 
Y,(S) 
= 
-2 0 0 011 0 
1 -1 0 010 1 
1 0 -4 -110 0 
0 1 0 -3’0 0 -_-----_----__---L__-- 
0 0 1 010 0 
0 0 0 110 0 
5,(s) 
52(s) 
53(s) 
x 5‘+(s) 
----- 
u,(s) 
u2(s) 
where in equation (39), as in equation (26): 
z,(s) = ( 51w52w)’ z2(s) = (53(s), &4(s))’ 
y(s) = (y,W,y,W) u(s) = h,(s),u,W)’ 
The response of the system may be computed from 
state space form given in equation (39). 
the 
Alternatively a partial fraction expansion of equation 
(35) may be considered, as in equation (301, where here: 
(39) 
y(s) = (A,/(s + 1) +A2/(S + 2) 
+B,/(s + 3) + B,/(s + 4)Ms) 
and 
A=[ -: :][s,4 ,:,I[-: -:]x 
(s= -1) 
[ s:2 s:l][l :I=[-: -:] 
(s + 2N.r + 3)(s + 4) g 
A2=[ -; bl[“‘d” ,:,I[ _: -:] x 
(s= -2) 
[ s:2 ,:1][: :I=[-: :I 
(s+l)(s+3)(s+4) =?_I 
4=[-: ;][s’-,” J3][_: -:]x 
(s= -3) 
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and: 
4= [ -: $i” J3][: 
(s = -4) 
[ s:2 sY,][l I!)]=[: 
(s+l)(.r+2)(s+31 -6 
- 1 
2 x I 
-2 
0 1 
Consequently the response to a unit impulse input on u(t) 
so that 
u(s) = (1,O)’ 
is: 
[ 
_s 
y(r)= 6e 
-I + ze -2r _ ;,-3r_ fe-41 
te-t _e-2’ + ie-3r 1 
10. Computation of the admittance or transfer matrix 
The series form of the impedance and admittance matri- 
ces may be used for multivariable system analysis, design, 
and identification procedures, as discussed in Whalley and 
MitchellY and Khan et al.‘“, where specific examples are 
considered. However the series form can also be exploited 
to obtain the transfer function matrix from its impedance 
counterpart, as indicated in Section 5. 
If for example a passive network similar to that ana- 
lyzed in Gupta’ and as shown in Figure 2 is considered, 
then it is easy to show that the transformed impedance 
matrix relationship is: 
Z,(s)i(s) = c(s) (40) 
where in equation (40) 
i(s) = (i,(s),i,(s),i,(s))’ 
u(s) = (c,(s), -C2(S), --u3w 
and 
Z,(s) = R(s)A,(s) 
with 
The dimensional@ of this illustrative example has been 
deliberately confined, allowing simple pencil and paper 
confirmation of the results obtained. For models of higher 
dimension the standard NAG routines, for eigenvalue, 
eigenvector computation, and matrix multiplication, etc. 
would be required to achieve the equivalent calculation. and 
CL, + L,)C,s2 + (R, + R2K,s + 1 -R2C,s - 1 -L,C,s2 - C,R,s 
A,(s) = - R,C,s - 1 CL, + L,)C,s* + (R, + R,)C,s + 1 - L2C,s2 
- L,C,s’ - C,R,s - L 2c2s2 (I.,+L,+I.,~C,s*+~R,+R,~C,s+l 1 
If in this network, for purposes of illustration: C, = lo-‘fand C, = 5.10m6f 
R, = lOkR, R, = lOkR, R, = 20kl1, R, = 5kR, then 
L, = 2.10-‘H, L, = 3.10-‘H, 
and 
2.10-‘sz + 20.10-3s + 1 -10-2s - 1 - lo-‘? - 10-z s 
A,(s) - 10-2s - 1 7.10-‘s2 + 30.10-3s + 1 -5.10-‘s2 
-5.10-‘s2 - 50.10-3s -25.10-‘s* 45.10-‘s2 + 75.10-3s + 1 I 
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Figure 2. Transformed electrical network model 
In this problem, to avoid underflow, it would be prudent 
to time scale by retarding the speed of response by 1000. 
Consequently the substitution: 
s = lO%, 
will be made. Therefore upon inverting equation (40): 
i(s,) =A,($_‘n(s,)-‘u(s,) (41) 
and we may use the procedure given in the Appendix to 
obtain the solvents A&,) and hence the inverse required 
in equation (41). In this case: 
A&,) =A,$ +L4,s, +A, 
where: 
-1 0 
1 0 
0 1 I 
-10 -10 
30 0 
0 75 1 
0 -0.1 
0.7 -0.5 
-2.5 4.5 1 
(42) 
and 
MS,)-’ = Diag(10e3s,, 10~3~,,5.10~3s,) 
Following the route shown in the Appendix the series 
description given in equation (14) can be found to be: 
A,(+) =A,U(s,Z- A,>U-‘Q(s,Z- A,)Qpl (43) 
where A, = Diag( - 122.5126, - 45.4308,O.OOOO.) and A2 
= Diag( - 11.6663, -0.0844, -O.OlSS), so that from equa- 
tion (43): 
A,(s,)-’ = Q(s,Z - A,)-’ 
xQ-‘U(s,Z- A,)-‘U-‘A,’ (44) 
Consequently: 
i(s,) =A,(s,)-ln<sl)-l~(sl) (45) 
where the columns of A,(s,) 
using A;‘, Q, U, A,, and A, 
which gives the solvents: 
- 0.0669 
QA,Q-’ = 0.0111 
- 0.0448 
’ can be simply calculated 
as shown in equation, (44) 
0.0669 - 0.0133 
-0.0111 - 0.0044 0.0448 - 0.0222 1 
1.9000 0.2500 0.0700 
0.8500 0.0100 
0.0350 0.0500 0.01401 1 
and inversion in equation (45) yields: 
Column 1 
5.5072s;'+ 543.4782s;+ 6536.&X1%;+ 304.3478s,+ 2.8985 
0.7246sf+ 202.8986s;+ 2186.9565s;+ 246.3768s,+ 2.8998 
l.O1449sf+ 217.3913$+ 4356.5217$+ 144.9275s, 
I 
A&s,) 
Column 2 
0.7246s;'+ 202.8986s;+ 2186.9565s;+ 246.3768s,+ 2.8985 
2.4638~;+275.3623~;+2912.1739$+ 275.3623s,+2.8985 
1.4492s;+ 1594.2029s;+ 1457.9710s:f 144.9275s, 1 
A&s,) 
Column 3 
0.2029s;+ 43.4783s;+ 871.3043$+ 28.9855~~ 
0.2899sf+31.8841~;+291.5942~:+28.9884s, 
0.4057s;+ 57.9710s;+ 1451.8840~~ '+ 86.9565s, 
A&s,) 
where the determinant of equation (45) is: 
A&s,) = S: + 179.7101s: + 7543.1594s; 
+ 65688.4057s; + 6524.3478s; + 86.9565~~ 
The latent roots of the denominator A,(s,) are: 
si = - 122.5126, -45.4308, - 11.6663, -0.0844, 
- 0.0158 and 0.0000 
Figures 3 to 5 show the simulated response of the 
circuit following step input changes of 1 volt on inputs 
u,(5), u,(t), and v,(t) in turn. As these figures show the 
transient performance of this circuit is well behaved show- 
ing smooth, differentiable, numerically stable characteris- 
tics for each input change. There was no appreciable 
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difference between the analog simulation of the circuit 
and the transient computed from the transfer functions 
derived from the series form of the matrix quadratic. 
Consequently the integrity of the procedure remains fol- 
lowing this demonstration. 
In fact the accuracy of this result is entirely dependent 
on the eigenvalue-eigenvector routine employed. More- 
over the directness of the computation, in using A,(s) 
rather than a state-space equivalent and the information 
or the structure that becomes available is attractive. These 
properties can be exploited further as shown in Section 
In accordance with equation (9) using A,‘, xl, and xz 
given in equations (46), (471, and (48) for the A matrix 
and the following matrices for C, D, and B: 
11. 
Returning now to equation (42) where: 
C=[i ; 8 w ; ;] D=[i i ij 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
B= ’ 0 0 
I 1 5.5072 0.7246 0.2029 0.7246 2.4638 0.2899 1.0145 1.4493 0.4058 
0.2 
A,= ] 0 
0 -0.1 
-0.5 
0.7 -0.5 1 and 
-2.5 4.5 
5.5072 
A,’ = ] 0.7246 
0.7240 0.2029 
1.0145 2.4638 0.2899 1 1.4493 0.4058 
20.0 
A, = [ - 10.0 - 10.0 - 10.0 
-50.0 
30.0 0 1 and 
0 75.0 
A,‘A, =A I 
91.7536 
= I 24.6377 
- 33.3333 - 39.8551 
- 66.6667 14.4928 
- 14.4928 33.3333 20.2899 
-1.0 0 1 1.0 0 and 0 1.0 
since: 
(46) 
this becomes 
(47) 
A= 
0 0 0 1 .o 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 .o 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 .o 
4.7826 4.7826 
- 
0.2029 
- 
91.7536 33.3333 39.8551 
1.7391 - 1.7391 -0.2899 24.6377 ~66.6667 - 14.4928 
0.4348 - 0.4348 - 0.4058 14.4928 ~33.3333 - 20.2899 I 
then the state-space to transfer function conversion here 
is: i(s) C(s,l-A)-‘By-‘u(s) = 4.7826 - 4.7826 0.2029 
A;‘AZ =x2 = -1 7391 - 014348 1.7391 0.2899 0.4348 0.4058 1 From equation (49) the columns of: 
(48) A,(s,)-’ =C(s,Z-A)-‘B 
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i? i3 
0.04 I 0.015 I I I I 
~O~O2_------_-~------__. 
0.0, ____-----;---_--__. 
I 
t I I ! a I I I 
O- 0 0 
0 50 100 0 50 100 0 50 100 
Time(secx109) 
Figure 3. Change in current flow following a 1 volt step change on V,(t) 
(49) 
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i1 
0.04 I 
I 
g 0.03 __---__--f---___--. 
t I 
3 
, 
I 
I 
r (Jo* __---__--:---_____. 
i% 
I 
0 
is 
I 
, 
ifo.01 _________;--_---__. 
I 
I 
4 
6 
i2 
x 1o-3 
i3 
0.05 I 5 I I I : 
o.03_________~__--____. 
I 1 
0.02___----__i________. 
1 1 
0.01 _______+______. 
I 0 
0’ 
I I 1 I 0 
-0 
0 
50 100 0 50 100 0 50 100 
Time (set x 10") 
Figure 4. Change in current flow following a 1 volt step change on V,(t) 
using the Frame-Leverrier algorithm given in Barnett” 
and Sinha” yields: 
Column 3 
0.202Ysf 43.4800s; 
-1. + 871.2845s; + 28.9882s, + 0.0045 
Column 1 
0.2899s; + 31.8891s: + 291.6518s: + 28.9882s, + 0.0009 
0.4058s; + 57.9700s; + 1451.7854sf A 86.Y514s, + 0.0001 
I 1 
 
5.5072s; + 453.4736s.; + 6536.8285s; + 304.3271s, + 2.8886 
0.7246s; + 202.8938s; -1. 2186.8900s; + 246.3568s, + 2.9108 
A2(s,) 
1.0145s~ + 217.3933s; t 4356.6783s; + l44.Y39Xs, + 0.0518 
A2(s,) 
Column 2 
where 
Az(s,) = S; + 179.7102s; + 7543.1651s; 
+ 65688.4736s; + 6524.1560s; 
+ 86.6007s, + 2666.0066 
0.7246s; + 202.8973s; 1- 2186.9645s; + 246.3704s, + 2.9303 
1 
The latent roots of the denominator AJs,) are: 
2.4638s; + 275.3646s; d- 2912.1956s; + 275.3542s, + 2.9108 
1.4493s; + 159.4227s; -f 1458.0319s~ + 144.9287s, - 0.0089 
s, = - 122.5126, --45.4308, - 11.6659, 
- 0.3856,0.1424 f 0.2935i 
5 0.06 
t 
3 
.E 0.04 
% 
Ei 
5 0.02 
Az(s,) 
il 
I 
_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ L________ 
_______I________ L ___ ____I________ 
0.2 
0.15 
0.1 
0.05 
C 
Figure 5. Change in current flow following a 1 volt 
I,- 
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Consequently, despite the additional effort of rearranging 
the naturally occurring impedance matrix into state-space 
form the end result using the Frame-Leverrier algorithm, 
which is widely promoted, is that the system is unstable 
with positive latent roots at; 
s, = 0.1424 k 0.29351’ 
This is clearly incorrect since the network is passive. 
Moreover, alternative procedures such as that outlined in 
Franklin et a1.i3 are reported there to be highly sensitive 
to small eigenvalue changes. 
11. Computation of the transmission zeros and series 
structure of the transfer matrix 
In control Engineering studies the admittance or transfer 
function matrix is often used in design or analysis exer- 
cises. As part of this work the poles and transmission 
zeros of the admittance matrix are required in order to 
assess relative stability, sensitivity, controller design proce- 
dures, robustness, etc. 
Additionally, however, the system structure enabling 
the signal processing and decoupling prospects to be dis- 
cussed is also important. Once again the series form can 
be employed to determine this, as shown in the following 
illustrative example. 
In this process the system mode1 in admittance or 
transfer function form is 
y(s) = G(sMs) (50) 
where the transfer function matrix in equation (50) is: 
r 10 10(s2+13s+15) 1 
G(s) = 
/ 
(s2+8s+25) (s2+8s+25)(s+l)(s+9) 
1.2(s+l) 0.4(4s2+8s+3) 
(s+312 (s+3j2(s+l) I 
Upon removing common row factors and/or gain terms: 
G(s) = I’(s)A,(s) 
where 
T(s) = Diag(S/(s* + 8s + 25)(s + l)(s + 91, 
0.2/(s + 3j2(s + 1)) 
and 
(51) 
A spectra1 form of A,(s) corresponding to equation (51) 
is: 
A:(s)=[: - ][s;3 s!Y3][: :] 
Xs+l 0 2 2 
[ 0 I[ 1 s+2 0 1 (52) 
Then a decoupling precompensator for this system may be 
found from equation (52) by combining the matrices of 
A,(s) so that equation (52) becomes: 
-(s-3) 4(s+l) 5s+6 
s-3 I[ 2(s+l) 3s+4 I 
(53) 
If in equation (50) u(s) is now replaced by: 
u(s) = K(s)e(s) (54) 
where in equation (54) K(s) is the transformed decou- 
pling precompensator and e(s) becomes the transformed 
input vector then putting: 
K(s) = 
4(s+l) 5s+6 -’ 1 [ s-3 s-3 2(s + 1) 3s + 4 -_(s+3) s+3 I 
yields: 
8(s+1.5)(s+O.5) -2(s2+13s+15) 
K(s) = 
(s+l)(s+2) (s+l)(s+2) 
-6(s+l) 2(s+9) 
(s+2) (s+2) 
(55) 
This provides a stable, rational compensator that will 
decouple G(s), giving the compensated system model: 
y(s) = G(s>K(s)e(s) (56) 
where in equation (56) following the multiplication of 
K(s) in equation (55): 
G(s)K(s) = Diag 
lO(s + 3Ns - 3) 
(s + l)(s + 9)(? + 8s + 25) ’ 
0.4(s - 3) 
(s + 1N.Y + 3) i 
There are also two alternative decoupling controllers for 
this systems that can be found by rearranging the trans- 
mission zeros in equation (52). This result is not available 
from any state-space equivalent process. 
Moreover, relaxing the requirement for complete de- 
coupling to diagonal dominance, as defined in Rosen- 
brock,8 enables the simplification of the elements of K(s) 
in equation (55). As a consequence the decoupling prec- 
ompensation can be treated as the starting point for the 
generation of a family of compensators that induce diago- 
nal dominance when interfaced with G(s). 
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12. Conclusion 
An important feature in engineering investigations is that 
of identifying the dynamic and steady-state characteristics 
of physical processes and thereafter representing these 
properties by a set of interconnected models. Usually the 
models are not unique, and the capacity to create cquiva- 
lent rcalisations to secure whatever intuitive, computa- 
tional, analysis, or design advantages available is essential. 
Often the complexity of the process requires realisa- 
tions in the form of sets of simultaneous ordinary and 
partial differential equations of high order, which may 
leave little choice but to consider numerical integration- 
simulation solutions. Moreover if the approach to analy- 
sis-design is that of examining sets of nonlinear, time-vaty- 
ing relationships then the possibility of achieving any 
meaningful general result is indeed bleak. 
Fortunately in circuit, mechanism, machine design, 
structural analysis, and vibration problems the governing 
relationship is provided by the algebraic matrix quadratic 
equation resulting from Laplace transformation of the 
differential equations representing the system. Further 
this structure invites the possibility of generalised analysis 
leading to greater insight and understanding of the dy- 
namic composition of the arrangement. 
In this paper the various series, parallel, and state-space 
forms of the matrix quadratic and its inverse are consid- 
ered. Manipulation and transformation of each realisa- 
tion, obtaining thereby the correspondence between these 
representations, is also emphasised. 
It may appear initially that alternative routes to solu- 
tion whereby natural modes and mode shapes or fre- 
quency response results are computed are sufficient for 
lightly damped systems. However, these techniques do not 
produce the matrix inverse and hence the time domain 
response functions that provide the clear, comprehensive 
results so necessary in general dynamic studies, which 
normally include significant energy dissipation elements. 
Though not considered in this paper the extension of 
the techniques and transformations presented to higher 
degree polynomial descriptions is routine. Indeed the Ap- 
pendix is written in terms of matrix polynomial of arbi- 
trary degree, n, to illustrate this potential. 
Moreover, there has been no attempt made to exploit 
the symmetrical matrix structure normally resulting from 
the use of Lagrangian analysis, which could considerably 
reduce the computational burden when the number of 
inputs and outputs becomes “large.” Equally the sparse- 
ness of the equation set may enable improvements in 
computational accuracy and economy of the procedure, 
which is essentially recursive, to be secured. 
To demonstrate applicability the transformed govern- 
ing impedance equations for a passive network arc exam- 
ined. These equations, in the form of a matrix quadratic, 
enable the computation of the transfer function (admit- 
tance) matrix of the circuit, which can be achieved, as 
shown, by direct calculation. Simulation validates these 
results, showing that the circuit transients have smooth, 
well-behaved, differentiable characteristics that are equally 
obtainable from the circuit simulation or from the transfer 
functions representing the network. 
By way of contrast the naturally occurring impedance 
equations for the network are then converted into an 
equivalent state-space form where the A, B, C, and D 
matrices are of dimension (6 x 6), (6 x 31, and (3 x 61, 
respectively. Thereafter using the Frame-Leverrier algo- 
rithm, which is widely promoted, to obtain the transfer 
function representation the computed result shows it to be 
unstable. 
Further utility is shown in the analysis of a multivari- 
able system transfer function model using the series form. 
This enables the transmission zeros and system structure 
to be obtained as shown in Section 11. By arranging the 
right-hand plane zeros to reside in the leading matrix a 
decoupling prccompensator can be derived from this de- 
composition. This result follows uniquely from the series 
impedance-admittance representation of the system, en- 
abling thereby partial inversion. 
Equally, there are many other applications of the series 
form of matrix polynomials in design, analysis, and identi- 
fication as mentioned earlier. The existence of a series 
arrangement for matrix polynomials computed by recur- 
sive means remains the substantive result. 
Appendix 
In this Appendix the matrix polynomial: 
A,(s) =A”Sn +A,@ + ..‘A, 
where: 
Aj, I <j < n are constant m X m matrices (57) 
and n > 0 will be considered. If lAoI # 0 in equation (571, 
A,(s) is said to bc a regular polynomial matrix of degree 
n. Otherwise A,(s) is not of minimum degree, and auxil- 
iary variables must be selected to enable degree reduc- 
tion. 
The latent roots of A,(s) are given by solutions to the 
equation 
I An(s)I = 0 (58) 
If A,(s) in equation (57) where Aj, 1 Q j < n have dimen- 
sion m X m, then the leading term of equation (58) is: 
I A,,ls”“’ 
If s = si is a latent root of equation (581, the right latent 
vectors of A,(s) are solutions to the equation: 
(A,(s;))q, = 0 (59) 
Also the right eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue 
si of the constant matrix A,(s;) are, as shown in Gant- 
macher,14 solutions to 
(A,(s,)h, = s,u, (60) 
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Consequently the latent vector qi of equation (591 is 
coincident with the eigenvector ui, associated with the 
null eigenvalue of equation (60), as shown in Lancaster.’ 
Returning now to equation (57) a factor of degree one: 
(sl-A) 
where A is an arbitrary nonsingular matrix of dimension 
m x m that can be extracted from equation (571, generat- 
ing the following equation and remainder, as shown in 
Gantmacher.14 
A,(s) =A& +A,$“-’ + . ..A. 
=A,s~-~(~s -A) + (A,A +A,).s~-1 
+A&-’ ... +A, 
= [AS”-’ + (A,A +A,)~~~~](zs -A) 
+(A,A2+AlA+A2)~“-* 
+A,F3 + ..-A, 
= [A,@ + (A,A +A,)Y* 
+ *..(A,A”_’ +A,A”-* 
+ A,_,)l(ls -A) . . . 
+A,A” +A,A”-’ + .a.A,_,A +A, (61) 
The remainder in equation (61) is identifiable as: 
A,A” +A,A”-’ + . ..A._,A +A, =A,(A) 
Thus A,(s) is divisible by (~1 -A) on the right with a 
reminder A,(A). By way of corollary, if (sl -A) divides 
A,(s) on the right, then 
A,( A) = 0 (62) 
If now there are II distinct latent values si, s2,. . . s, of 
A,(s) with associated latent vectors q,, q2,. . . qn, then 
(A,$’ +A,.(-’ + . ..A.)q, = 0 
(A& +A&’ + . ..A.)q, = 0 
(A& +A&-’ + . ..A.)q, = 0 
Writing: 
Q, = (q,,qz>...%) 
and 
(63) 
Ai =Diag(s,,s,,...s,) 
enables the arrangement of equation (63) to be written as 
a matrix equation in the more compact form: 
A,Q,A; + AIQIA;-’ ... A,Q, = 0 (64) 
Equation (64) can now be postmultiplied by Q, ’ so 
that it becomes: 
A,(Q,AIQp’) = 0 (651 
since: 
<Q,A,Q;')" = Q,4Q;' (66) 
Consequently, as shown by Lancaster’ the triple given in 
equation (66) divides A,(s) and is a (right) solvent. Equally 
if n left latent vectors are given by: 
P, = (P1,P*...Pn) 
then it is easy to show that: 
(P,A,P;‘)“=P,A;P;’ 
is a left solvent of A,(s), where A, contains the it 
associated distinct latent roots as before. If now the nth 
right solvents of A,(s) are: 
Z,, = Q,C'Q, (67) 
then, upon the replacement of A in equation (61) by Z,: 
A,(s) = (A,?’ + (AZ,, +A,)s”-*+ . ..A&-’ 
+A$-* + . ..A.m,)(Zs -Z,) (68) 
Consequently the polynominal matrix multiplier of (sl 
- Z,) in equation (68) is: 
B,_,(s) = (A&’ + (A,Z, +A&“-* 
+ . ..AZ. +A$‘-* + . ..A._,) (69) 
The coefficient equation (69) in matrix form is: 
(B,,B,,... B,_,)=(A,,A ,,... A,-,), 
zt-1 
Z;-” 
Z 
(70) 
The latent roots of B,_,(s) are the (n - 1) set of disjoint 
singularities A,, 1 <j <n - 1. Accordingly the right sol- 
vent of B,_ 1(~) may be written as before using the latent 
roots forming the diagnonal of A,_ ,, for example, to 
compute the latent vectors. 
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Consequently the next solvent is: 
z n- 1 =Q, ,A”, ,Q,‘, 
and equation (68) may be written as 
A,,(s)=C, ~(SKYl-z, .,Ks-Z,) (71) 
An equation of the structure given in equation (70) may 
be used, this time to calculate the coefficients of C,_z(s) 
since: 
(C,,,C ,,‘.‘C, z)=(B,,,R I,... Bn_?), 
I z,_, z,2_, ... Z,“If 
0 I z,,_ , ..* -%-: 
0 . 
0 0 I 
(72) 
In equations (70), (721, etc. the leading matrix remains 
invariant, since: 
A,, = R,, = C,, ... 
Consequently the process for solvent removal is recur- 
sive, and the decomposition following the extraction on n 
solvents yields: 
A,(s) =A,,(sl-Z,)(sl-Zz)...(sl-Z,) 
and the decomposed form of equation (73) is: 
A,(s) =A,,Q,W - A,>Q;‘Q,W - Az)Qz I 
PM - A,)Q,, ’ 
. . . 
(73) 
(74) 
where in the equation (74) 
Z, = QjA,Qj-‘t 1 <j<n 
Inversion of A,(s), using equation (741, is simple and 
computationally attractive in that: 
A,(s)-’ = Q,W - A,,)-‘Q;Q- ,(sf - An_ ,) ’ 
Q,! , .-. Q,(sl- A,)-‘Q;‘A,’ (75) 
In the formulation given in equation (75) Q,, Q,: I 1 <j Q 
n, and A, ’ already exist from equation (74) and from the 
eigenvalue computation, respectively. 
Consequently, only the inversion of: 
(sl- A,), l<j<n 
is required. Once again this is easily computed by replac- 
ing each diagonal element by the product of the diagonal 
elements remaining and by forming a divisor that is the 
product of all the diagonal elements. 
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